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Oregon needs to be governed through the “people”. My testimony may not mean a 

whole lot to anyone in Oregon Government but i can write enough to resemble many 

who i’ve spoken too. Oregon needs to be governed not dictated to!  Oregon voters 

who are not represented in the two major populated regions will eventually erode due 

to so many terrible decisions being made since 2008. Already common sense has 

broke the super majority at the Capitol. And added a few conservative common 

sense seats in D.C.  Governor Kotex hopefully will recognize that the Democrats 

have allowed crime to run unlawfully in our streets. The voters have no recourse but 

eventually this rule will lose out if it continues. Homeless being paid to live all over 

our cities and towns. Homeless being fed, clothed, given free healthcare, and a 

monthly credit cards is not solving the issue we voters are concerned about; safety 

and unhealthful residents staggering around businesses and parks. Open Drug use, 

drug Needles, fecal matter, public urination, trash all over, and even homeless 

threatening people passing by “their” territory. So voting on measures of GASOLINE 

TAXES (and issues to grab more money that won’t be used appropriately) seems so 

useless and distracting from the real issues. Human dignity!! Where the h**l is the 

TRILLIONS for the Biden BBB bill for infrastructure across America?  Political 

Officials ALWAYS seem to get BILLIONS and nothing seems to change for the 

homelessness!!  STOP ?? THE INSANE spending and then ALWAYS end up 

GRABBING more of citizen wages ANYWAY!  The humans living on our streets need 

hospitalization or health evaluations and FORCED into rehabilitation. If they do not 

want help STOP ENABLING THEM by saying “sorry no more substance”. Americans 

are aware of the corruption in all 50 States. Not every city, County, or State official is 

Corrupted. But many of them are threatened or targeted (Swatted) to silence them. 

Explain-testifying will be career ending for many Officials if saying something they 

know of is going on. Arizona Officials in the Election Committee (last week) heard 

testimony from a lady with a 3-year money laundering schemes being done 

throughout Calif and Arizona. This investigation is led by John Thaler now in secret 

protection due to evidence his team of 10 has uncovered going back to 1996. It’s 

claimed and evidence he’s uncovered shows that the Sinaloa Cartel are now in all 50 

States involved in Government massive money laundering.  Stop feeding the fraud by 

keeping the homeless on the streets by enabling them with Fentanyl and drugs mixed 

with this deadly instant killing drug!  Fentanyl is now killing kids who are 

experimenting or anyone who is prescribed drugs ending up having fentanyl in it. 

America, including OREGON, is becoming a generational killing zone. Lets stop 

asking your citizens for money that is already available from the Biden’s unsuccessful 

BBB program. TAKE ALL the homeless off the streets, offer them rehabilitation 

treatment, and giving many of them who need help so they can once again be part of 



MAGA.  You’ll have more taxable citizens, safer schools, safer parks, and cleaner 

streets. I will end this by suggesting one more important issue: destroy the voting 

software, the voting machines, and go back to voting like we use to vote: at a voting 

station standing in a line and just ONE DAY!  No mail-in ballots and no drop off 

boxes. And  every person providing a authentic birth certificate and or valid ID that 

proves the person voting is the person of record. No illegals until a certified USA 

Citizen via the normal way of filing for citizenship. Good day  Tim Hollister  


